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From your President . . . Brett Fuller
Spring is in the air and summer is right around the corner!
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Time continues to fly. Every year I hear
nature of bullying behavior. Bullying behavior is largely about
Bui
e’re lt To the perception of power. In a physical education class, the
people say how much faster the school
year seems. By the time you get this
most athletically gifted students are generally perceived to
the SHAPE America National Convention
have the power. In bullying, the bully repeatedly exercises
will be done and it will be May. Soon, the Proms start,
their power over the victim. So in a dodgeball game, the
end of year picnic’s happen, and then summer vacation.
“athletes” have the power and will gang up on the weaker
This makes me think of how we spend our summers. We
players. Those players end up not feeling safe and worse,
need to recharge the batteries. For some of us, that means
may end up being turned off to physical education class. But
vacations, spending time with family and friends AND not
what if those students with the perceived power are NOT trying
thinking about school until August. For other’s it is summer
to bully? They are playing the game within the rules AND that
school, other part-time jobs, or planning for the next school year.
includes ganging up on players to get them out. In this case I would
The summer is a great time for all of that. Especially the last part.
not call it bullying because that is not their intent. BUT what about
While we need to take time away, summer should also be a time
that student who has been the victim of bullying? That student will
to reflect on how the last year went and what we can do to make a
still feel like he or she was bullied when the people they perceive with
better experience for our students. Planning for that reflection time
the power are playing the game. Even though this was not bullying in
should start now. What do you want to accomplish? How are you
the official definition that does not change the fact that the target still
going to accomplish it? If you have a plan, it is more likely to happen.
FEELS like a victim and does NOT feel that the class is safe.
I would like to challenge all of you to sit down and take a serious
I use dodgeball as an example but there are many things that we
look at your programs. In health education and physical education
do that can impact whether or not students feel safe in our classes.
what are the experiences your students are having in your class? Do
It could be how we select teams or partners in activities. It could
they have time to explore or do you have to cover so much material
be how we share results of quizzes or exams? The challenge to you
that students are not getting a deep understanding of what you are
again this summer, is to look at your program and ask yourself,
teaching them? For me, one of the most important things to look
do all of my students feel safe in my program? That is a difficult
at is my classroom environment? Does every student feel “safe” in
question to ask. We may think that we have an idea but we really do
my class? Safe is a difficult word for some because many consider
not know. We do NOT know all of the circumstances of our students.
only physical safety, not emotional safety. During a health class, do
We do NOT know all of their backgrounds or histories. We do NOT
your students feel it is safe to share? One of the most important
know how they are feeling inside or if they are hiding how they
skills in health is interpersonal communication and without that
really feel. We need to get to know our students better, but more
feeling of safety, we don’t get to the deep understanding. In your
importantly, we need to be careful about the activities we plan for
physical education classes, do students feel physically safe? Do
our students. If there is any chance that we, by our choices as
they feel safe enough in your class that they will try a new activity
adults, make a student feel unsafe in our classes by the choices
or skill? We as educators must create that climate of safety for
we make, the procedures we create or the games/activities that
ALL of our students. We all know that is difficult because every
are played we have failed those students on the fringe. It is those
student is different. When you create that safe environment for all
students who may end up hating physical education and who may
of your students, you have made that personal connection with the
end up cutting our programs when they are school board members
students and that is when our profession is magical.
or members of the legislature. You know what, that isn’t the worse
A couple of years ago I co-authored an article in the Strategies
of it. They may end up not learning the skills to be healthy and fit for
journal on Bully Prevention in the Physical Education classroom. While
a lifetime because we did not make them feel safe in our classes.
focusing on bullying, we tried to really have teachers think about the
Take the time to reflect on your practice this summer. You can
activities that they were doing that may have inadvertently contributed
do it on your own, you could do it as part of a group of trusted
to bullying in their physical education classes. In many cases,
colleagues. You can do it when you attend a conference such as the
teachers don’t necessarily realize that the procedures or activities
DPI Best Practices conference in July in Stevens Point.
that they choose to do can negatively impact a student’s perception
of safety in a class. The classic example is the game of dodgeball. I
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because we use foam balls”. This teacher does not understand the
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From Your President-Elect: Patty Kestell
As you read this issue of
the WHPE newsletter, the
school year will be close
to wrapping up for the
year. Wow, where does
the time go?
I wish you all a wonderful
summer vacation to refuel
your own energy after a
very full year of teaching.
Take some valuable time
out to play outdoors daily, and enjoy being active,
social, and healthy with your friends and family. When
your batteries are recharged, enjoy the opportunity to
explore professional development opportunities that
are available at your fingertips through social media,
online courses/webinars, podcasts, the WI DPI Best
Practices workshop, edCamps, PHYSED Summit, and
through Twitter, Voxer, and Facebook. We are in an
exciting time in education in which we truly can be
lifelong learners, and have access to the best of physical
education, health and wellness information to integrate
in our lessons with our students. Here are a few
professional resources to check out this summer as you
prepare for the 2016-2017 school year!

Physical Literacy
Active for Life15 Signs That Your Child is Physically Literate

This is a short article that would be great to share with
parents at open house or conferences that illustrates
the everyday movement
skills that represent
physically literate
students.
http://goo.gl/y7OL8A

Physical Activity and Effects on Academics
Academics & Physical Activity

SPARK PE shares a wide variety of research to support
the positive effects of physical education and physical
activity on academics. Checkout
this link for advocacy tools to
support your physical education
programs.
http://www.sparkpe.org/physical-education-resources/
academics-physical-activity/

Physical Education/Health/Wellness Facebook Groups
In addition to connecting with colleagues on
Twitter, and Voxer, and listening to a variety of
PE/Health podcasts that are available, I highly
recommend liking these professional
Facebook groups to receive up to date posts on all things
related to health, wellness, and physical education.
There are many more groups not mentioned here, but
this is a start to help connect you to important news in
our profession. Check them out! Hyperlinks lead to each
organization’s website.
WHPE- Wisconsin Health and Physical Education
SHAPE America
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction (PE)
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction (Health)
Jump Rope For Heart and Hoops For Heart
Wisconsin – Fuel Up to Play60
Alliance for a Healthier Generation
Action for Healthy Kids
National Center on Health, Physical Activity and Disability
PE Central
Keeping Kids in Motion
Jean Blaydes action based learning community
PHYSEDagogy
ThePhysicalEducator.com
American Council on Exercise
Active for Life
Let’s Move/Let’s Move Active Schools
IronKids Nutrition
Great Activities Publishing
“I Tweet Physical Education”
Standards-Based Physical Education
National Wellness Institute
American Heart Association
Skillastics
Sportime & SPARKPE
US Games
GOPHER Sport
Palos Sports
Nasco Physical Education
Flaghouse Inc.

WHPE Newsletter Thank You-

We have an AWESOME professional state newsletter!
Thank you Brenda Erdman and Nicole Popowich for the
outstanding newsletters you have shared over the past
several years, and for the time and energy you have put into
each WHPE newsletter. We are fortunate to have such a
great resource for our WHPE members! J
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Advocating for Physical Education- Easier than you think!
It is so important to get our law makers into our classrooms to see what it is we truly do and how we do it in
Physical Education. With all of the cuts to education our state is facing, now more than ever is the time to advocate
for the importance of PE. Without quality PE, students aren’t as able to focus in class, don’t produce as many brain
cells to fill with new knowledge, don’t have as high self-confidence, and are more stressed. Just as it is our job to
educate students how to keep themselves healthy for their entire lives, we need to educate the people who are voting
on laws that affect our children and our futures on the topics they are voting on. What better way to do this than
to invite them to your classroom?
Last spring I had the opportunity to show Senator Jon Erpenbach around our
gyms at Glacier Creek Middle School in the Middleton-Cross Plains Area School
District. My colleagues and I were able to show him why Physical Education
is an academic subject. He saw what our lesson objectives for that day were.
He was able to view how we bring other subjects into our classrooms for cross
curricular connections. He was able to observe the importance of what we
teach and that it impacts our students in every single day of their lives.
Unfortunately, not just Senators but the public (generally speaking) is of the opinion that PE is about running
around and playing. They are unaware that Physical Education is an academic subject.
This is your goal: to show them what we teach.
There are a million things you do each day that demonstrate we’re teaching valuable
things. Here are a couple things our team chose to highlight based on how we teach:

 Daily learning targets (what, why, how from Joey Feith)

http://www.thephysicaleducator.com/blog/files/what-why-how.html

 Word walls and posters bringing terminology and concepts to the forefront
(5 components of fitness, RPE, FITT, target heart rate, etc)

 Discussion questions (for journaling, partner walk and talk warmups, class
discussion)

 SOLO taxonomy charts SHOWING student learning progress

(incredible teaching tool Jo Bailey has presented on- and will be at SHAPE
Convention 4/9/16)

 Instant activity to minimize activity during a class period
It is important to note that, ultimately, you have the upper hand in this interaction.
You have home field advantage- they are coming to you. Your classroom is where you
spend a lot of time and have spent a lot of time making it great. They will take the
time to listen and be engaged. It can seem intimidating to have a senator come
and meet with you, but once completed, we were able to reflect on how great the
experience was for us as well as the potential impact for others.
I strongly encourage you to contact your local legislator and invite them
to your classroom. It is an extremely rewarding and a fun experience. To
find who your local legislator is and to get their contact information,
go to http://maps.legis.wisconsin.gov/
Sarah Horst
shorst@mcpasd.k12.wi.us
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“Placing the Activity Within a Cultural Context”
Culturally Responsive Health and Physical Education
   – Dan Timm
Happy spring everyone! I hope the school year is heading
to a successful end for you and your students. Last time,
I discussed connecting content to students’ lives through
culturally relevant examples. Today, we’ll talk about
another way of connecting content to students’ lives – by
placing the activity within a cultural context.

Both boys and girls are at risk for obesity because of the
amount of television they watch per day and the food they
eat. A difference is found in that boys and girls respond
differently to physical activity interventions to control
body weight. Whereas boys tend to respond better to
interventions that involve strength, girls respond better to
interventions that are with other girls and are less intense
like walking, dancing, or yoga.

As a teacher, you want to interest and motivate your
students in whatever you are teaching. By placing an
activity within a cultural context, you can attach additional
importance to it for your students. Also, you can add to
the learning of all students. A few examples will illustrate
how to do this.

A person’s residential location is also a factor in body
weight. Rural Americans tend to be more obese than
urban Americans. Children living in rural areas are 25%
more likely to be overweight or obese than their urban
peers. Reasons for this include (a) they eat the same diet
as their parents which tends to have a high fat content, (b)
they rely on parents for transportation to physical activity
opportunities, (c) parents have safety concerns regarding
public recreation areas, and (d) the distance between
home and school can limit active transportation to school
and feasibility of after-school programs. How could you
address some of these factors to help your rural students
with their weight issue?

When teaching manipulative skills such as throwing,
catching, striking, and kicking, help elementary students
recognize activities which are popular in their respective
culture, in which these skills are used. This can help
students understand fundamental skills are building
blocks for playing more complex games.
Those of you who are able to offer a bicycling unit may
want to emphasize bicycles are not only for recreational
use. In some countries, bicycles are a major means of
transportation.

Lastly, it is important to know how different cultures
perceive body weight and body image. Some cultures
view a larger body more positively, than other cultures.
It is important for you to know how your students may
view their body size. Some may not consider their weight
as much of an issue as you do. From a health perspective,
how can you use the student’s culture to address the
issue? If part of the reason for a weight issue is cultural,
attempts to address the issue must also be cultural.

People get as
excited about
soccer in
other parts of
the world as
people in the
United States
get excited
about football,
basketball, and baseball. When teaching soccer, you may
want to discuss the popularity of the sport and why many
people are so passionate about it. You may also want to
share how students’ respective countries have done in the
World Cup competition.

Next time, we’ll continue connecting content to students’
lives.

Necrologist Report
If you become aware of the death of a
WHPE member, please contact:

During spring break, I had the opportunity to teach a few
classes for a course in the Global Health Certificate. One
of the classes focused on cultural influences of obesity.
This presents another opportunity to place the activity
or topic within a cultural context. When teaching a class
focused on weight management, the topic could be
connected to cultural backgrounds of students such as
gender and residential location.

Necrologist
c/o WHPE
145 Mitchell Hall
1725 State Street
La Crosse, WI 54601
800-441-4568; • 608-785-8175;
whpe@uwlax.edu
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“Advocacy Resources”
   http://www.shapeamerica.org/advocacy/son/index.cfm
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The SHAPE America National Convention and Exposition recently concluded and there are exciting and important news items
to report.
Penny Kroening (Waukesha Summit View) received the National Elementary Teacher of the Year Award at the Hall of Fame
Banquet. This is the second time in four years, the Elementary TOY has been from Wisconsin and Midwest District. Congratulations,
Penny! You are the best!
Also from Wisconsin winning awards were Kris Fritz (Early Learning Center), receiving the North American Society of Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, Sport, and Dance Professionals Award and Susan Kuhn (Dodgeland Elementary), a Jump Rope for
Heart/Hoops for Heart Grant Awardee.
Matt Pomeroy (Merton Intermediate) received a Midwest District Presidential Citation for his work chairing the Professional
Development Committee and formulating plans for a district technology conference.
Numerous Wisconsinites gave presentations at the convention and/or attended district or national meetings. Thank you for
supporting and continuing to move the profession forward.
Celia Regimbal (Ohio) took over as Midwest District President at the national convention. Her theme for the year is “We Make a
Difference." Individuals elected to Midwest leadership positions include Pam Bechtel (Ohio) chosen as President–Elect and Karen
Bonnett (West Virginia) and Lisa Hicks (Indiana) elected to the Leadership Council.
The Summer Leadership Conference is scheduled for June 13-15 at Ball State University in Indiana. All Midwest committee
members should note these dates.
The Student Leadership Development Conference is planned for September 29-October 1 at Pokagon State Park in
Indiana. Although the program is still being planned, outdoor education and recreation are being considered as topics for the
conference. Students, think about attending. The 2015 conference was outstanding!

   – Dan Timm

each
stateShape
across
The 2016
ofthe
thecountry.
Nation™ provides a current picture of physical education in
each state across the country.

Dan Timm, Faculty Associate, Department of Kinesiology,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706, 608-262-7714, dtimm@education.wisc.edu
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SHAPE National Convention 50 Million Strong by 2029
Several WHPE members demonstrated their commitment
to professional development and the 50 Million Strong
campaign by their active participation in the SHAPE National
Convention. Kris Fritz, Jan Kunert, Tim Mueller, Patty
Kestell and Maureen Vorwald presented a group session on
Advocacy to share relative to WHPE’s involvement in the
Wisconsin School Board Conference over the past several
years. Eileen Hare, DPI & WHPE member, was part of a
General Session Keynote panel involving a discussion of ESSA.
Other presenters from WHPE who conducted a variety of
additional sessions were: Jo Bailey, Kaitlyn Bloemer,
Manny Felix, Brett Fuller, Sandy Hagenbach, Kristi Mally,
Gail Milbrath, Jeff Steffen and Garth Tymeson.
Four members were afforded National recognition:
Kris Fritz / induction into North American society
Penny Kroening / National Elementary
Teacher of the Year
Susan Kuhn / JRFH Grant winner
Matt Pomeroy / Midwest District Presidential Citation

“Highlights from SHAPE America National Convention
April 5-9, 2016 Minneapolis, MN”
Penny Kroening 2016 SHAPE America
National Elementary PE TOY
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“Highlights from SHAPE America National Convention
April 5-9, 2016 Minneapolis, MN”

Gail Milbrath - Elementary PE TOY session presenter

Penny Kroening,
2016 SHAPE America
National Elementary PE TOY
with Principal Jeff Peterson

Eileen Hare - One of 4 ESSA panelists
at the SHAPE America General Assembly

Kris Fritz North American
Society of Health,
Physical Education,
Recreation, Sport and
Dance Professionals
Award Winner

Wisconsin
PE teachers
enjoy
SHAPE America
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THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT!
Skype for Business:

Cost: Free
Formerly Skype and or Lync. Microsoft has bought out the company Skype and added it to their Lync
program thus creating Skype for Business. Skype for Business is another option for video calls, with
up to 30 people I might add, and without all the faults that Google Hangout has. Click the link to see
the quick video tutorial. Google Hangout sometimes will fail when used inside the school because of
network securities. There have been many times when one of my peers can’t join the call due to server issues. Skype for
Business has been flawless. Try it out.
FYI..you do need the newest IOS version to download the new Skype for Business. Skype for Business App Review Link

Pocket Yoga Builder:

Cost 2.99
An app that lets you easily design any Yoga sequence on your device. I use this app as another cool
down activity choice for my classes. The app is self-explanatory and very easy to use. Click the link to
see a quick demonstration. Yoga Builder App Review Link

Google Drive App

Cost: Free
If you use Google Drive this app is very similar to the desktop version and allows you to access your
information from your device. For me it’s a nice way to organize my pictures and videos right from the
app. Now there are a few little tricks
you have to do to keep your device from using too much
space but in end a nice app for organization purposes.
Follow the link for a quick review.
Google Drive App Review Link

Submitted by True Vang | ECASD |
WHPE NW District Coordinator

For FREE Membership
in WHPE

Let’s Parkour Pro –

Raise $2,000 or more through your
Jump Rope For Heart or Hoops For Heart
event at your school and receive a
one-year FREE JUMP membership
to WHPE!!

I am just trying to learn how to teach parkour and this is
an amazing app that explains various levels and provides
instructional videos.
Maureen Vorwald, Platteville

By joining WHPE, you become connected to the
benefits and tools to support your profession.
Empower yourself to WHPE health, habits, policy
and programs all year!

ONCE YOUR SCHOOL HAS RAISED $2,000 OR MORE
R Simply complete the portion below.
R Have your school principal sign it.
R FAX to 608-785-8172 or drop it in the mail to:

Editor’s Note:

If you have any news, upcoming events, outstanding achievements,
professional articles, etc... you would like to share with our
members, please submit a typewritten copy of these newsworthy
items (include photos when possible) to:
Brenda Erdman
145 Mitchell Hall • UW-La Crosse
1725 State St. • La Crosse, WI 54601
800-441-4568; 608-785-8175
berdman@rsd.k12.wi.us
Deadlines for publication are: December 15 for the Winter issue;
April 1 for the summer issue; August 1 for the Fall issue.
It is important that everyone adhere to these deadlines to ensure
that all newsworthy items may be included in each newsletter in a
timely fashion.

WHPE, 145 Mitchell, 1725 State St., La Crosse, WI 54601
to activate your FREE WHPE JUMP membership.

Visit:

www.whpe.us
to learn more about
our programs for
JRFH & HFH
Coordinators.

____________________________________________________________________________________
Name
_____________________________ _____________________________________________________
Job Title
School
_____________________________ _____________________________________________________
Address
City/State/Zip
_____________________________ _____________________________________________________
Phone
Email

I confirm that my school raised $ ________________ in our
£ AsJumpprincipal,
Rope For Heart or Hoops For Heart event in School Year _____________ .
Principal Signature: ______________________________________________________________
• Incomplete forms will not be processed.
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THERE’S AN APP FOR THAT!
          How Voxer changed my
          P.E. Professional Development Life!!!
You’re probably wondering what is Voxer? Well simply put, it’s a walkie talkie app that lets you talk to anyone anytime.
All you need is the app that can be downloaded for free on both iPhone and Android devices. The app allows you to
use voice, text, and photos for as a great group messaging tool. What’s great about this professional tool is that you
can instantly communicate with Physical Education professionals from all over the world. Of course, there are upgrades
that cost money. I use the free subscription and for me that’s all I need. If you’re looking to upgrade you can do that too
for a cost. You can upgrade to Voxer Pro for $3.99 a month or $29.00 a year to add extras like larger group chats, share
from Dropbox, increased storage, Walkie Talkie mode (instantly receive messages even when you’re not in the app) and
downloading messages to your desktop or laptop.
If you think this would work for you here is how you can get started.
Watch this great youtube tutorial by Jo Bailey (@LovePhyEd). She explains how to download the app and everything
you need to get started with this awesome professional development collaboration tool.
You can find it at this link: https://youtu.be/DRrgjUT7KWg
Also, Mike Graham (@pe4everykid) has taken the time to make a great Physical Education Voxer Chat Groups Google
Doc that lists ALL the different PE chat groups to participate in. To join a group, just contact the administrator of the
group on voxer. Let them know you’d like to be added.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1O3f7ymFuZZn-PyX8W3LHX8Pfn5s5RdSM1kKHA7rkHNA/edit
* Like us on Facebook @ fb.com/voxer
* Follow us on Twitter @ twitter.com/voxer

Here’s a the list of Voxer Chat Groups I thought might be useful for most Physical Education professionals.
The most updated list will always be found on the Google Doc mentioned above.
Adapted PE – teaching PE for students with special needs
Admin: Mike Graham | Voxer ID: mikegraham

Fitness Testing Chat – all things fitness testing related
Admin: Samantha Nelson | Voxer ID: snelso9384

Elementary PE group – discussing elementary physed
Admin: Helena Baert | Voxer ID: hbaert896

Health Chat – for all MS & HS health teachers
Admin: Jenny Wamsley | Voxer ID: jwamsl224

Elem PE Assessment – assessment, data-driven instruction,
grading, report cards
Admin: Mike Graham | Voxer ID: mikegraham

Integrated PE chat – incorporating cross-curricular
content into PE lessons
Admin: Lynn Burrows | Voxer ID: lburro461

Explain Everything – for teachers interested/using
this app in PE
Admin: Nick Endlich | Voxer ID: endli613

PE Technology Chat – Q&A on technology in PE
Admin: Matthew Bassett | Voxer ID: bassett1976

Field Day Chat – run a Field Day at your school?
Get ideas here!
Admin: Dave Carney | Voxer ID: dcarne681

PE Large Group Classes – teachers who have large PE class sizes
Admin: Ben Pirillo | Voxer ID: bpiril593
Plickers – learn about the Plickers assessment system
Admin: Kevin Tiller | Voxer ID: ktille277
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Trust Building or Trust Testing – The Trust Fall
You climb to the top of the platform. You cross your arms. Your heels are on the edge of the platform. Your heart is probably racing from
excitement or nervousness. You look back and see everybody in your group with their arms out ready to catch you. Encouraging words are
said to help you feel good about your decision to get on the platform. You say the commands and you fall trusting they will catch you. Did
this really “build” the trust in your group or did it “test” the amount of trust you have in your group?
I have utilized the Trust Fall many times with students. I have heard many stories of people who did not get caught, and now trust
nobody, or at least the fact that they will be caught by the people in a Trust Fall. I recently attended the International Association of Challenge Course Technology in Lost Pines, Texas and participated in the program titled “Re-inventing the Trust Fall” by Tom Leahy. The “Challenge by Choice” philosophy is something many programs and people follow in the challenge course profession. The ability for a participant
to choose to do an activity is believed to empower the individual, build self-efficacy, confidence, etc. Mr. Leahy talked about coercion versus
compliance and coercion versus choice during the session. If you think back to a session you participated in or lead, how many choices does
an individual really have? Does a participant really have a choice not to do anything while they are there? Do they have a choice not to do the
Trust Fall?
An example of coercion versus compliance was if a student chose not to climb the course, do you still make the person put on a harness?
If the person has chosen not to climb, but your group members encourage the person or you say “Why don’t you put it on and maybe later
you might want to climb and this will save us some time” that is considered coercion. Compliance, in this situation, might be that you have
a rule that everyone must wear a helmet and harness due to safety reasons and this was explained to everyone before they had to make a
choice of climbing.
Coercion versus choice can be explained by encouragement from others. Do you or group members try to encourage the person to try and
go up a little then allow them to come back down, even when that person has repeatedly said no? The fact that we tell the person it is safe,
that they will regret not trying, or that others in the group can do it they could too is really trying to coerce the person to climb.
I did some self-examination of what I do and I realized I do a little
more coercion than choice because I would try to encourage people to
climb. Tom presented a progression of activities that could lead up to
the Trust Fall that, for me, had some new wrinkles I am trying with my
groups. This is not the complete progression, but here are some activities that I am adding to my bag of tricks.

1.

Silent Levitation – the facilitator demonstrates where to put

the hands on the body without speaking. The participants then
place their hands in the correct spots without speaking and then
lift the individual up and back down. Really makes people have to
make eye contact and communicate without speaking.

2. Levitation up to platform – instead of bringing the person

back down to the floor, the participants place the person up onto
the platform and the person then can walk down to the ground.

3. Levitation down from platform – The person is lying on the

platform, and participants place their hands on the person and
pick the person up from the platform. Participants then levitate
the person down to the ground.

4. Levitate up then down from platform
5. Standing fall – the person is on the ground with their hands
crossed and the participants put their hands on the person
before the fall and take the person down to the ground.

What I like about this progression is it provides more options for a
person to choose their participation level. A person can build up the
trust in the group slowly instead of jumping right onto the platform
and hoping that the people will catch you. Ok, Spotters ready! Ready!
Falling?
Scott Ringgenberg
UW Platteville
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2016 SHAPE America JRFH & HFH
Grant Recipient Susan Kuhn
Each year, SHAPE America honors many of its Jump Rope For Heart and Hoops For Heart Coordinators
with the SHAPE America JRFH/HFH Grant. The 2016 grantees are Jump Rope and Hoops For Heart
coordinators who have been instrumental in bringing the programs to their school and driving the mission of
heart health to the staff, students, and communities in which they live.
Susan Kuhn, a physical education teacher at Dodgeland Elementary School, received one of only 10 national
Jump Rope For Heart/Hoops For Heart (JRFH/HFH) grants from SHAPE America – Society of Health
and Physical Educators. Kuhn was recognized on Thursday, April 7 during the association’s Celebration of
Professional Excellence Ceremony, at its National Convention & Expo in Minneapolis, MN.
Susan Kuhn Dodgeville Elementary, Award presented at the Professional Excellence Award Ceremony
Please click on the following link and read about Susan and her JRFH program SHAPE America Press Release for Susan

Grantees will receive:
• $1,300 professional development stipend to attend the 2017 SHAPE America National Convention & Expo in Boston, MA from
March 14-18, 2017. The stipend may be used towards convention registration, travel, lodging and/or per diem.

• One-year SHAPE America membership (if you are not a current SHAPE America member) and (1) copy of the 2014 National
Standards & Grade-Level Outcomes for K-12 Physical Education.

• $1,200 US Games gift certificate redeemable for equipment to enhance your school’s physical education program. The gift voucher
will be presented at the 2017 SHAPE America National Convention & Expo in Boston, MA.

• Invitations to special events where you will meet physical education and JRFH/HFH leaders from around the country.
• Opportunity to share what makes your program special by contributing to The Pulse , JRFH/HFH national newsletter.
		 Interested pursuing this grant? Plan Ahead: Click here to download your application for next year!

Looking for ideas to offer as incentives?

Have Top Students throw or poor slim on you or your Principal.
Have special attire themed days to support your event.
Minion races with your students who achieved an target goal.
Students vs. Faculty Basketball Game
Photos show the celebration of
the “success of our Jump Rope
for Heart event were held in Ms.
Schmidt’s Phy Ed class! A goal of
$4,500 was set and if achieved
the school would would duct
tape Mr. Peters to the wall! The
goal was exceeded with a total of
$5,885.93raised!!! That amount
saves 118 lives!! Way to go
ELC students, families, and
supporters!!! This money
also goes to teach people
to perform CPR, funds
research to help kids with
sick hearts survive and live
happy healthy lives and it
will reduce the number of
heart attacks and strokes
by getting more people to
exercise and eat right!!
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Bring teachers in to have a jump off.
Ask your Superintendent/Mayor/Important local celebrities…
Invite any local Mascots that you have in your area.

Dave Weidenbach Duct Tape to Wall Assembly
Physical Education Specialist Milwaukee Public Schools

SHAPE America JRFH & HFH Grant Events
Tibbets Elementary raised over $31,800+

Chris Behrens and Youth Market Director
Lisa Schweitzer at the pie in the face Assembly
present a plaque to honor a student.

Tibbets Staff joins in the incentive assembly

Some creative
moments at
TIbbets
Elementary

Some JRFH events are not traditional:
Check out
Katie
Mulroy’s
Pirate
Adventure
Course
https://www.facebook.com/katie.mulloy.56/videos/1739398119625538/

Brett Fuller
and the MPS
Central Office
Team hold a
health Fair
while raising
money for
JRFH/HFH.

Need more ideas on what to do during
an event? Check out these sources.
How to plan and conduct a JRFH Event
K-6 JRFH Event ideas plus jump rope games
Pinterest Search JRFH activities
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Greetings from the Northeast!

Spring has finally sprung, or at least we can hope? My colleague, Mike Wilhelm, found a new game our department would like
to try. Check it out at: http://youtu.be/tmqA2KPSgsk
We needed another way to infuse physio balls in to our curriculum and this might be the answer.
Anyone playing it, or something similar, we would love to hear from you.
April is Autism and STI awareness month? What are you doing in your department to advocate for both?
Recently at our Hot Topics in Health workshop, Tracey Caravella posed a reflective question to the health educators in the room,
“What would skill-based health learning experiences look like, sound like and feel like?” As the 4th quarter comes to a close, please
reflect on your year and ask yourself if you are teaching health skills? Following the #healthed hashtag or being added to the health ed
voxer chats are a great place to start connecting with other health educators.
Need help getting started? Email me at wentland@luhs.k12.wi.us

TEACHING IDEAS - Elementary
Grade 4-5 Fitness Lesson Idea

I CAN statement:
I can tell you what kind of activities I could do to work each health related fitness component.

Design a Workout
This lesson is an opportunity for students to design a balanced workout and then share that workout with someone at home. In class
we brainstorm ideas of exercises we could use as part of our workout. Then we do the exercises. Last we write down the exercises that
we choose to put into our personal workout. A classmate will review the workout and make sure that it is balanced. The students then
take the sheet home and ask an adult to do the workout with them.
I like this lesson because it incorporates activity at home with an adult. This is a great time to talk about the 60 minutes a day that
every child needs AND it helps students understand which component of fitness they are working with each exercise!

Submitted by Penny Kroening, WHPE Elementary VP
Did you know one of the perks of being a SHAPE America member is diving into their toolbox and rummaging around for materials that
can help you help your kids.
How about an activity calendar! SHAPE America has several choices for you. (May Calendars are due out soon)
April: ten at a time calendar

Outdoor Games Anyone???
Corn Hole

A great way to cover many skills and prepare your kids for summer is to work on skills while using outdoor games to provide the vehicle
for teaching those skills. Activities to try include any or all of the following:
Corn Hole, Ladder Golf, Bocce Ball, Frisbee Golf, Grass Twister: Spray Paint a group of circles in the grass and play a large game, Washers
Angle Ball: https://youtu.be/xIfQN-chmAw , Frisbee Slam, Giant Jenga, Giant Tic Tac Toe: spray paint the game board in the grass,
Spike Ball: https://youtu.be/jdRKqguEbas , Toss and Topple, Skittles: https://youtu.be/unWL1qtuBCQ , Soccer Golf
Everyone of these games can be created with a little ingenuity from you. Have fun creating.
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TEACHING IDEAS - Elementary
Submitted by Penny Kroening, WHPE Elementary VP – CONTINUED

“Solving the Fitness Mysteries” activities with purpose
The following games were presented at the National SHAPE America Convention, please consider attending next year’s WHPE
convention in the Dells and SHAPE America Convention in Boston. The value-add is enormous as it provides you with a vast opportunity
to meet like minded professionals, scaffold and grow your Physical Education Pedagogy, expand your breadth of knowledge on activities
that meet our Physical Education and Health Standards, and find new friends. Also the opportunity to join the Mentor/Mentee program
at the National Level is a wonderful service provided for you, and can help you grow personally and professionally in countless ways.

Dash for Cash (Physical Best Activity Guide Third Edition)
Suggested grade level: 3 rd grade & up
Equipment: basket or box for bank, play money, jump ropes, beanbags, free choice equipment, informational signs, and stop watches
or timers, appropriate face-paced music, and IPod player
Objectives: All students are active and make healthy and personally meaningful fitness choices while learning the value of money
and honesty Directions: Place HRF fitness signs and equipment in the center of the activity area. Students begin on the perimeter of
the activity area on the boundary lines. The banker, this could be you, stands at one end of the activity area with money in the banker’s
box. Students walk, jog, skips, scooter boards, around the perimeter of the activity at a pace that is good for them. Each time students
complete one lap, they receive $1 from the banker. After the students complete three laps, they can choose either to keep moving or
to pay the banker and go to one of the HRF stations to exercise. The object of the activity is for students to participate in all the healthrelated fitness stations before the allotted time is up. Participation at each station costs $3 (similar to monthly fitness clubs). Students
pay the banker each time they go to a new fitness station. Students can choose various strategies for participation. They can move
aerobically and receive lots of money before spending it to participate in the fitness stations, or they can move, exercise, move, exercise,
until they are finished. If time remains after some students are done with the fitness stations, add a few free choice stations that might
cost more money ($5) and let students choose a favorite motor skill or piece of equipment to work with.

“Spot On” Fit is It!
Suggested Grade level: 4th up
Equipment: 25-30 poly spots, CD player and music
Objective: Working on fitness components
Set Up: The basketball court is used as the boundaries for the activity. The poly spots are scattered inside the basketball court boundaries
Directions: Divide the class into groups of two. Each pair stands together outside the boundary line. One partner will begin, when the
music starts, to run and touch a certain number of poly spots with their foot. The number is determined by the teacher. The student may
not touch the same spot twice. While one partner is touching the spots, the other is doing a fitness exercise from one of the four fitness
components called out by the teacher. When the partner returns from touching the predetermined number of poly spots, they switch
places. This continues until the music stops. When the music stops, the teacher gives a new fitness exercise or health related component
and a new poly spot number. When the music starts the activity begins. This is a continuous activity until the music stops. Have the
students check their heart rate at the end of the activity.
Variations: Have older students select the exercise to be done from a list posted on the wall or give each group an exercise card. They
are not allowed to repeat an exercise.

Price is Right Spot Relay
Suggested Grade Level: 1-5
Equipment: Equipment for as many teams as you wish to have. For five teams you will need five dice. Five sets of spots numbered 1-6.
You can use paper plates and write the numbers on
Description: Divide your class into 5 equal teams who line up behind a cone. Place the spots on the other side of the gym face up so you
can see the numbers. First player in each group rolls a die and runs to the other side of the gym to find the numbered spot that he rolled.
The player then brings the spot back to his team. Next player rolls the die as soon as the player comes back. The second player runs to the
other side of the gym and searches for the numbered spot matching the die. The next player rolls, but if he rolls the die and they already
have the spot, number, this player must return the spot to the other side of the gym. The game is won when all 6 spots are collected.
Variations: Change the loco-motor movement from running to skipping to galloping etc. Place all spots face down so students have to
remember where the number spots they need are. Adaptations for Students with Disabilities: Shorten the distance of spots so students
don’t have to run as far to obtain a spot. Have students roll die and put chips on a grid next to a number instead of running if mobility is
an issue. Superman Fitness Tag Suggested grade level: 2nd and up.
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TEACHING IDEAS -

The following are corrections to the
“Awards Presented at WHPE Convention”
printed in the Winter 2016 Newsletter:

Middle School/High School
These are some ideas how to scaffold your skill work
and teach games for understanding. Keep in mind your
team sports such as Ultimate, Soccer, Lacrosse, Hockey,
Football, Basketball, etc. Layer your drills to build the
skills. These drills can be utilized in a multitude of units
and activities.

Dr. Dan Timm, UW- Madison and Midwest
Representative for WHPE, recognized Gail
Milbrath, Midwest 2015 Elementary
PE Teacher of the Year and Penny
Kroening, 2016 Midwest Elementary
PE Teacher of the Year. The evening
was concluded with summary remarks
and congratulations to all awardees by
President Brett Fuller.

Submitted by Maureen Vorwald, Platteville

Catching and Passing without Defense:

Stationary passing with partner
Stationary passing and increase distance or add bounce or
other variable
Add movement to one partner making moves to get open Nasco Physical Education Division
and catching
WHPE
Have both partners pass, cut, and catch while moving
Summer 2016
Add dribble or 3rd person to passing, cutting, and catching WAH1606
drill

Adding Defensive Strategies:

2 v. 1 Have one stationary passer, have one receiver moving
to get open, and have one defensive player to guard the receiver,
keep participants in small area then gradually increase playing
area

2016 Midwest Elementary
PE TOY, Penny Kroening

Midwest 2015 Elementary
PE TOY, Gail Milbrath
WAH1606

4 v. 2 Place offensive players in a square or rectangle, place 2
defenders in center, if either defender touches or steals the pass,
switch with offensive player who threw or kicked it
3 v. 3 Five Pass- 3 offensive players and 3 defensive players,
the offensive team tries to successfully complete five passes in a
row to earn a point. If there is an interception or dropped pass,
the defensive team immediately transitions to offense. Gradually
increase playing field or add dribble or other variables.

Modifying Game Play:

Instead of throwing, hitting or kicking into a goal:

Layer offensive strategies: Keep teams small-sided;
Place an offensive receiver from each team inside a end zone
hula hoop to catch it for a score; or
Try to knock over a pin/cone placed inside a hula hoop; or
Increase/decrease the end zone size; or
Add multiple targets; etc. options are endless.
Continue to modify real game rules to increase engagement
and student success!
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Impact Your School and Community with a Fitness Friday Event
I want to share an activity that has grown at our school into an incredible community event. I call it “Fitness Friday,” and we do it twice
a year. The first one takes place at the beginning of the school year and we use it to kick-off our Fuel Up to Play 60 program. All 4K –
8th grade students participate in 35 different fitness stations (almost all located outside). Then in February we do a 24 station indoor
Fitness Friday to celebrate our Jump Rope for Heart Program. This one includes 4K – 5th grade, but uses almost every room in the school
(except the middle school wing). Students are put in groups of four, with two older students working with and mentoring the younger
students. An example would be two fifty grade students would be paired up with two second graders to form a team. Students have
from 1:00 – 3:00 to participate in as many stations as they are able to accomplish. They are provided a card (see attachment) with a
list of stations to get checked off when they have completed the assigned tasks. We typically get 25 – 40 parents who volunteer to
supervise the stations and be part of our event. Over the years I started to include area businesses in our Fitness Fridays. Our last
Fitness Friday included 14 different area businesses that ran a station or donated healthy snacks for our students (see attached sheets
for businesses that are part of our event). We have had great publicity in the newspaper and on our website, which has helped our
event grow over the past 9 years. I think the best part of our Fitness Friday events is how much the students enjoy the teamwork,
healthy snacks, and the variety of fitness experiences that they get to try. Our students look forward to it all year, and it has helped them
and our community to see fitness as something that is fun and rewarding. I have included a sample station task sheet to give ideas
of some of our stations (I do change and add a few new ones each year). Here is a link to a short video highlighting our 2014 outdoor
Fitness Friday: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvVlOkziKss . I encourage you to share ways that your program impacts your school
and community so we can learn from each other. Keep up the great work toward 50 Million Strong!!!
Tim Mueller, Erin School District
Names ___________________

___________________

___________________
___________________

__________________
__________________

________18.
________ 19.

Fitness Friday Team Challenge - 2015 FUTP60 Kickoff

Directions: Complete each of the challenges listed below as a team. After you
have completed each challenge, have a teacher/parent initial your sheet and
move on to a new challenge. Teams must always stay and work together.
Remember this is NOT a race to complete all the tasks. The goal is to enjoy all
the activities as you get your bodies in better shape and have fun working with your team.

________ 20.
________ 21.
________ 22.

Supervisor Initials
________ 1.
________ 2.
________ 3.
________ 4.
________ 5.
________ 6.
________ 7.
________ 8.
________ 9.
________10.
________11.
________12.
________13.
________14.

________15.
________16.
________17.

________ 23.

Push-up Challenge – Go to the push-up bar par course station. Challenge is complete when each team
member has completed a minimum of 15 push-ups (shoot for 30 if you are looking for a real challenge).
Jogging Challenge – Go to the running track. Challenge is complete when all members of group have
jogged around the running track 2 times (1/2 mile).
Hurdle Challenge – Take turns running through the hurdle challenge. The challenge is complete when
each team member has run through the hurdle course 3 times.
Anytime Fitness Combine Sprint Challenge - Race against the clock and your classmates in a 40 yard
sprint race! Challenge is complete once all students have run at least one race. Special thanks to
Anytime Fitness for providing this cool event!
Penguin Launch Challenge – Challenge is complete when the entire group has accomplished the task as
assigned by the supervisor while working together as a team.
Frisbee Golf – Each member has a Frisbee and takes turns throwing the Frisbee from the tee box toward
the flag pin, picking up the Frisbee and throwing it from the spot that it landed until the flag pin is hit.
Challenge is complete when all members have completed the 3 hole triangle course.
Basketball Shooting - Start at three point line, dribble into the lane, shoot a shot, get your own
rebound and pass back to next shooter. Challenge is complete when all members have shot at least
7 shots (misses are okay as long as you are shooting with good form).
Sing While You Swing - Sit on swing, use legs to pump and begin singing after everyone is swinging.
Challenge is complete when group has sung together while swinging for 2 minutes.
Agility Ladder – Take turns moving through agility ladder in different ways. Challenge is complete
when each member has moved through agility ladder 5 times. (ie. Running, hopping, side to side, etc.)
Basketball Dribble Challenge – Challenge is complete when each team member has dribbled a
basketball for two laps around the circle parking lot. One lap with right hand and one lap with left hand.
Army Crawl Obstacle Course Challenge –Challenge is complete when each team member has finished
the army crawl obstacles on the army crawl course.
Hoppity Hop Challenge - Each participant must complete the assigned Hoppity Hop race challenge
while on the Hoppity Hop.
Bounce House Challenge – Challenge is complete when each team member has bounced in the bounce
house for 3 minutes. Special thanks to Hahn’s Ace Hardware for helping sponsor this activity!
Energy Fuel-Up Station (Lunch Room) – The team will find the energy fuel-up table and drink water and
eat foods that are necessary to reenergize the body. Enjoy the healthy food and feel the energy level
rise! Make sure to wash your hands before taking food, use your manners, and clean up after you are
finished.  Special Thanks to Piggly Wiggly for providing the bananas and pretzels!
Rec Center Fitness Challenge – Challenge is complete when each student has performed the
assigned dance activities. Special thanks to the Hartford Rec Center for providing this exciting station!
Gunny Sack Race Challenge – Each participant must complete the assigned gunny sack race challenge
course while in the gunny sack.
Frankly Fit & Frankly Nutritious Challenge Course – Challenge is complete when each team member has
completed the challenge as assigned by Frank. Special thanks to Frank Alvarez for providing this
exciting station!

________ 24.
________ 25.
________ 26.
________ 27.
________ 28.
________ 29.
________ 30.
________ 31.
________ 32.
________ 33.
________ 34.

________ 35.

Football Pass Patterns – Take turns hiking the football and running out for passes. Challenge is
complete when each member has run out for a pass at least 6 times and has caught at least one pass.
Post-Fit Challenge - Challenge is complete when participants complete the assigned tasks from the
PostFit trainer. Special thanks to PostFit for creating this fun fitness activity!
Ride the Slide - Climb up the steps and go down the big slide on your seat (make sure to have only one
person go at a time). Challenge is complete when each person has gone down the slide 5 times.
Mountain Climb Challenge – Take turns climbing up the cargo net and sliding down the straight pole
(or the Chinese slide). Challenge is complete when each member has climbed up and slid down 5 times.
Monkey Bars Crossing – Cross all the monkey bar sections of the playground by hanging and moving
hands from bar to bar. Challenge is complete when every member has crossed (or given their best
attempt) to cross all sections of monkey bars.
Obstacle Course Challenge – Challenge is complete when each team member has completed the course
two times. Special thanks to Hahn’s Ace Hardware for helping sponsor this activity!
Stretch Band Curls – Each student will use a stretch band to perform arm curls. Challenge is complete
when each member has done 2 sets of 15 arm curls.
Pedometer Challenge – Each student must put on a pedometer and move around with their team.
Challenge is complete when all members have registered 400 steps on their pedometer.
“Got Milk” Station – The team will be provided ice cold Kemp’s Chocolate Milk to help give your body
the energy and nutrients it needs. Special Thanks to Kemp’s Dairy for providing the tasty milk!
Hop Scotch Challenge – Challenge is complete when all members have correctly jumped and hopped
through each of the hop scotch boards 4 times.
Four-Square Game - Challenge is complete when your team has played for at least 3-4 minutes.
Group Long Rope Jumping – Find 16’ jump rope and take turns being the jumpers and turners.
Challenge is complete when each member has had a chance to be in the middle with the rope coming
over his/her head and has jumped over the rope 20 times.
Hula Hoop Challenge - Challenge is complete when all of team has worked hard to hula hoop for at least
three minutes.
Single Jump Rope Challenge - Each member jumps with his/her own single rope at the same time and
must continue to jump until all members have completed the challenge. Challenge is complete
when all of team has jumped a rope 40 times (they do not have to be in a row).
Wisconsin National Guard Station – Participants must complete the assigned tasks from SGT. Clark.
Special thanks to the WI National Guard and SGT. Clark for providing this awesome station!
Team Noodle Crossing Challenge – Each team member must cross the river by stepping on the noodles
that his/her teammates place in front of him/her. If Challenge is complete when the team has allowed
each person to cross the river on the noodles.
Soccer Shootout – Team lines up behind the cones in front of one of the goals and takes turns dribbling
through the cones and shooting at the goal. After shooting, each player must dribble back to the end of
the line and wait for his/her turn again. The challenge is complete when all members have dribbled and
shot the soccer ball 6 times.
Erin Hills Golf Fitness Challenge –Challenge is complete when all team members have participated in
the golf fitness activity. Special thanks to Erin Hills for providing this awesome golf fitness experience!

A Special Thank You to the following businesses for supporting our “Fuel Up to Play 60” kickoff event:

Kemps Dairy, Anytime Fitness,
PostFit, Frankly Fit & Frankly Nutritious,
Wisconsin National Guard, Hahn Ace Hardware
Erin Hills Golf Course, Hartford Recreation Center,
Fuel Up to Play 60 – NFL & Wisconsin Milk Marketing Board
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Fitness Friday Indoor Team Challenge (Page 2)

Names: _________________ _________________
_________________ _________________

________ 13. Frankly Fit Station (Mrs. Azoff) – Challenge is complete when each student has completed the station
as assigned by Fitness Frank.
________ 14. SNAP Fitness Challenge (Mrs. Carranza) – Group members must participate in the SNAP Fitness
trainer’s challenge workout. Challenge is complete when each group member has participated in all of
the assigned activities.

Fitness Friday Indoor Team Challenge 2016
Directions: Complete each of the challenges listed below as a team. After you have completed each challenge, have a
teacher/parent initial your sheet and move on to a new challenge. Teams must always work together and no one may
leave the group to perform another activity until the whole team is finished.

________ 15. Anytime Fitness Challenge (Mr. Anderson) – Group members must participate in the Anytime Fitness
trainer’s challenge workout. Challenge is complete when each group member has participated in all of
the assigned activities.

Remember this is NOT a race to complete the 24 tasks. The goal is to enjoy all the activities as you get your bodies in
better shape and have fun working with your team.

________ 16. Zumba Dance (Mrs. Rekowski) – Challenge is complete when each member of the team has
participated in at least 2 fun Zumba dances with the instructor from Caliente Fitness.

Supervisor Initial
________ 1.

Balance Walk Challenge (Hallway by Bus Doors) – Challenge is complete when all team members
have carefully crossed the balance walk course as assigned by the supervisor.

________ 17. Dog Walk Basketball (Mrs. Mikkelson) – Each student move in the dog walk position from the starting
cone to the balls and shoot at the hoop. Challenge is complete when each teammate has attempting 10
shots in a row.

________ 2.

Tumbling Station (Gym) – Each member must take turns safely performing different tumbling
skills. Challenge is complete when each team member has successfully completed at least 5 different
tumbling skills.

________ 18. Floor Climb Challenge (Mrs. Mikkelson) – Similar to rock climbing, participants must complete the
floor climb challenge the best they can without touching their knees to the ground. Challenge is complete
when all members have done their best to complete the floor climb challenge course.

________ 3.

Hurdle Marathon Challenge (Gym) – Group members must participate in the Hurdle Marathon
Challenge workout. Challenge is complete when each group member has completed the hurdle course as
assigned: (K-1st grade = 20 times, 2nd – 3rd grade = 25 times, 4th – 5th grade = 30 times). Teammates will
count for partners and take turns completing challenge.

________ 19. PostFit Challenge Station (Mrs. Plaza) – Challenge is complete when each member has completed the
PostFit activities as assigned by Mr. Justin Green (PostFit owner/fitness coach).

________ 4.

WI National Guard Pull-Up Challenge (Gym) – Challenge is complete when each team member has
attempted to complete as many pull-ups as possible.

________ 5.

Kettle Moraine Ice Center Hockey Station (Gym) - Challenge is complete when each member has
completed the activities that are assigned by the Kettle Moraine Ice Center instructor.

________ 6.

Magic Carpet Ride (Gym) – Take turns pulling team members across the gym on the magic carpet.
Challenge is complete when each member has been pulled across the gym two times.

________ 7.

Jazzercise Station (Band Room) – Group members must participate in the Jazzercise workout.
Challenge is complete when each group member has participated in all of the assigned activities.

________ 8.

Drums Alive Workout (Mrs. Hahn) – Challenge is complete when each team member has participated
in the assigned Drums Alive workout.

________ 9.

Single Jump Rope Challenge (Mrs. May) - Each member jumps with his/her own single rope at the
same time and must continue to jump until all members have completed the challenge. Challenge is
complete when all of team has jumped a rope 75 times (they do not have to be in a row).

________ 20. Fuel Up to Play 60 Dice Challenge (Mrs. Traina) - Challenge is complete when everyone has
performed the tasks from the rolled FUTP60 cubes as many times as the supervisor assigns.
________ 21. Slide and Glide Fitness Challenge (Mrs. Karbassi) – The challenge is complete when each participant
has completed the assigned workout on paper plates.
________ 22. Tooth or Gum Dental Tag Game (Lunch Room) – Challenge is complete when each team member has
participated in the fun tag game that is taught by ‘Tooth or Gum’ Dental.
________ 23. Vertical Jump Challenge (Hallway by Lunch Room) – Each student will be tested on their vertical
jump (no running jumps – must jump off of two feet).
________ 24. Energy Fuel-Up Station (3rd-5th Grade Lab Room) – Learn and eat as you enjoy the healthy food and
feel the energy level rise as you sample a mini-meal that follows the “Health Food Plate”! Nicki
Williams, a Mount Mary Dietetics Intern, will educate on what a healthy meal looks like. Make sure to
wash your hands before taking food, use your manners, and clean up after you are finished.

Roadblock Tag Game
Created by Tim Mueller

A fun tag game to work on speed, pathways, agility, and fitness. (Grades K - 8)
Equipment
– 5 redtoorSNAP
blue foam
balls (7”) Anytime
and a gym with
basketball
and Fitness,
volleyball lines.
A SpecialNeeded:
Thank3 You
Fitness,
Fitness,
CAL
PostFit,

________ 10. Standing Long Jump Challenge (Hallway) – Challenge is complete when each team member has had at
least two attempts to measure their best jump. (no running – only standing long jump)

This
activity consists
of two parts:
“On –the-Road
Exploration”,
andDental,
“Roadblock
– Chase and
Flee”.
Hartford
Jazzercise,
Frankly
Fit, Tooth
or Gum
Caliente
Fitness,

Kettle Moraine Ice Center, and the Wisconsin National Guard for providing fun

________ 11. Scooter Challenge (Mrs. Beck) – Challenge is complete when the entire team completes the scooter
challenge as assigned by the supervisor.

“On-the-Road Exploration”
andactivity
challenging
stations.
Also,andaeach
bigstudent
thankmust
youmove
to Kemps
Dairy,
The
begins withfitness
the teacher
yelling “slow”
at a slow speed
staying only on the
basketball court and volleyball court lines. On the word “FREEZE”, the students must stop and face the teacher. Students
Kwik Trip-Hartford, HUHS Food & Nutrition Services, and Fuel Up to Play
need to make sure to touch at least one foot on each corner as they travel around the gym (this means no one may round
the
corners. No oneMilk
may jump
to a new line;
they must
on the roadour
at allhealthy
times. Students
may not go around each
60/Wisconsin
Marketing
Board
forstay
providing
snacks.
other at any time. If two students are heading at each other on the same line, one student must back up or turn around to
avoid a collision. This causes them to work together and problem solve with positive communication (demonstrate this
and explain). Once they have this concept at the slow speed, the teacher says “fast” and the students can now travel on the
lines at a fast speed. Music could also be added during the activity to make the running on the lines more exciting.

________ 12. CAL Fitness Training Challenge (Mrs. Stein) – Each student must complete the training session as
instructed by Mr. Tony Callan (Cal Fitness owner/trainer).

“Roadblock Tag – Chase and Flee”
Once they have learned to move on the lines safely and to work together
they are ready for the Roadblock Tag game. The game begins by
assigning 3 – 5 students to go to the police station (the center line in the
middle of the jump circle) to become police officers. The police officers
Created by Tim Mueller
are each given a red or blue foam ball. On the signal “GO,” the police
may leave the police station and try to tag the rest of the students with the
A fun tag game to work on speed, pathways, agility, and fitness.
(Grades
K - 8) to work on speed, pathways, agility, and fitness.
foam ball
(gentlyKtag
and not ever throw the ball!) If a player is tagged by the police officer they must stop in that exact
A fun
tag game
(Grades
- 8)
spot and hop on one foot with their hands up (they may switch feet when they need to). The tagged student is now a road
Equipment Needed: 3 – 5 red or blue foam balls (7”) and a Equipment
gym with basketball
and
volleyball
lines.
block.
A
student
could
alsoand
become
a roadblock
Needed: 3 – 5 red or blue foam balls (7”) and a gym with basketball
volleyball
lines.if he/she goes off the line, falls down, or bumps into another student.
The police can go around roadblocks, but no other players are allowed to go around a roadblock. The police can use the
This activity consists of two parts: “On –the-Road Exploration”, and “Roadblock – Chase and Flee”.
roadblocks
to trap the rest –ofChase
the students.
The game ends when all of the students have become roadblocks (this usually
This activity consists of two parts: “On –the-Road Exploration”,
and “Roadblock
and Flee”.
only takes 1 – 3 minutes). The game then starts over after the police have given the balls to new students and the new
“On-the-Road Exploration”
police officers are in the police station (center circle) ready to start.
The activity begins with the teacher yelling “slow” and each “On-the-Road
student must moveExploration”
at a slow speed staying only on the
Safety concerns: Remind students to always watch where they are going and be careful on the corners.
basketball court and volleyball court lines. On the word “FREEZE”,
the students
stop
face theyelling
teacher.“slow”
Students
Other
Low Plank
Position,
Upper
The activity
beginsmust
with
theand
teacher
and each student
mustRoadblock
move at aOptions:
slow speed
staying
only on
thePlank Position, Jumping Jacks.
need to make sure to touch at least one foot on each corner asbasketball
they travel around
the gym
(this means
nolines.
one mayOn
round
court and
volleyball
court
the word “FREEZE”, the students must stop and face the teacher. Students
the corners. No one may jump to a new line; they must stay on the road at all times. Students may not go around each
Always
integrity
starting
the tag
of the
game. Sometimes students may not feel the tag or
need to make sure to touch at least one foot on each corner as
theyemphasize
travel around
thebefore
gym (this
means
noportion
one may
round
other at any time. If two students are heading at each other on the same line, one student must back up or turn around to
may not realize they went off the line, but remind them to become a “roadblock” without arguing.
the corners.
one may
jump to a (demonstrate
new line; they
avoid a collision. This causes them to work together and problem
solve withNo
positive
communication
this must stay on the road at all times. Students may not go around each
at any
time.
twothestudents
on the
same line, one student must back up or turn around to
and explain). Once they have this concept at the slow speed,other
the teacher
says
“fast”Ifand
students are
can heading
now travelatoneach
the other This
game can also be used as a warm-up activity when students enter the gym.
lines at a fast speed. Music could also be added during the activity
make the running
on the lines
exciting.
avoid atocollision.
This causes
themmore
to work
together and problem solve with positive communication (demonstrate this

Tag Game
Roadblock Tag Game Roadblock
Created by Tim Mueller

and explain). Once they have this concept at the slow speed, the teacher says “fast” and the students can now travel on the

“Roadblock Tag – Chase and Flee”
lines at a fast speed. Music could also be added during the activity to make the running on the lines more exciting.
Once they have learned to move on the lines safely and to work together
they are ready for the Roadblock Tag game. The game begins by
Tag – Chase and Flee”
assigning 3 – 5 students to go to the police station (the center“Roadblock
line in the
Once
they have learned to move on the lines safely and to work together
middle of the jump circle) to become police officers. The police
officers
Police
are each given a red or blue foam ball. On the signal “GO,” they
the police
are ready for the Roadblock Tag game. The game begins by
Station
may leave the police station and try to tag the rest of the students
with the3 – 5 students to go to the police station (the center line in the
assigning
foam ball (gently tag and not ever throw the ball!) If a playermiddle
is taggedofbythe
thejump
policecircle)
officer they
must stop
in thatofficers.
exact
to become
police
The police officers
spot and hop on one foot with their hands up (they may switch feet when they need to). The tagged student is now a road
are
each
given
a
red
or
blue
foam
ball.
On
the
signal “GO,” the police
block. A student could also become a roadblock if he/she goes off the line, falls down, or bumps into another student.
leave
policea station
andThe
trypolice
to tagcantheuserest
The police can go around roadblocks, but no other players aremay
allowed
to the
go around
roadblock.
the of the students with the
foam
and
not ever
throw (this
the ball!)
roadblocks to trap the rest of the students. The game ends when
all ball
of the(gently
studentstag
have
become
roadblocks
usuallyIf a player is tagged by the police officer they must stop in that exact
only takes 1 – 3 minutes). The game then starts over after thespot
police
the balls
newtheir
students
and the
new may switch feet when they need to). The tagged student is now a road
andhave
hopgiven
on one
foottowith
hands
up (they
police officers are in the police station (center circle) ready toblock.
start. A student could also become a roadblock if he/she goes off the line, falls down, or bumps into another student.
Safety concerns: Remind students to always watch where
they
are
going
and
be
careful
on
the
corners.
The police can go around roadblocks, but no other players are allowed to go around a roadblock. The police can use the
Other Roadblock Options: Low Plank Position, Upper Plank Position, Jumping Jacks.

roadblocks to trap the rest of the students. The game ends when all of the students have become roadblocks (this usually
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takes 1Sometimes
– 3 minutes).
The
game
then
Always emphasize integrity before starting the tag portion ofonly
the game.
students
may
not feel
thestarts
tag orover after the police have given the balls to new students and the new
police aofficers
are in
the police
station (center circle) ready to start.
may not realize they went off the line, but remind them to become
“roadblock”
without
arguing.
Safety concerns: Remind students to always watch where they are going and be careful on the corners.

CEO’s Report

A Member We Will Miss

It is time to say goodbye to No Child Left Behind.
That’s right. After 13 years, the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act has been reauthorized by congress and
signed into law by the President. The new law entitled
“Every Student Succeeds Act”, ESSA replaces NCLB starting
in School Year 2016-2017.
Gone are the dreaded Core Subjects that did not include
Health or Physical Education. The new bill lists 17 content
areas including physical education and health education
that make up a well-rounded education.
Additionally, Title II funding for professional development
is now open to all school staff. This is great news for us.

Annastasia “Stash” Batikis
passed away on March 12, 2016
at 88 years of age. Batikis was
a member of WAHPERD (now
WHPE) from 1952 until 1995.
She completed her Bachelor of
Science from La Crosse State
College and her Master of Science
from UW-La Crosse. She began her teaching career in
Manitowoc and later moved to Racine and taught in the
Racine Unified School District until her retirement in 1985.

Book Review
A great book I just read called:

“Sometimes You Win Sometimes You Learn”

    by John C. Maxwell

Life’s greatest lessons are gained from our losses.
Great book professionally and personally!
The book covers the following areas:
Humility: The Spirit of Learning
Reality: The Foundation of Learning
Responsibility: The First Step of Learning
Improvement: The Focus of Learning
Hope: The Motivation of Learning
Teachability: The Pathway of Learning
Adversity: The Catalyst of Learning
Problems: Opportunities of Learning
Bad Experiences: The Perspective of Learning
Change: The Price of Learning
Maturity: The Value of Learning Winning Isn’t Everything
     but Learning Is

Wisconsin’s Senator Tammy Baldwin was largely
responsible for these changes. In March of 2015, Cheryl
Richardson and I met with her staff and explained that
health and physical education are indeed academic subject
deserving the same respect in our schools as other subjects.
Numerous letters from WHPE members also helped gain her
support. When the final draft of the new law was written,
health and physical education were included. Senator
Baldwin was publicly recognized at SHAPE America’s 2016
Speak Out Day. It was an honor to join Cheryl Richardson in
presenting this year’s Speak Out Award to Senator Baldwin.

– Roger Young, Almond-Bancroft Elementary School
Elementary Physical Education teacher
715-366-2941 ext. 402   ryoung@abschools.k12.wi.us

I would suggest the book
“Training Camp” by Jon Gordon for our membership to read.
The book is a fictional book set in and around the training camp
of an NFL team and the journey of a player as he attempts to make
the team.
The book talks about the characteristics, traits and habits that
the most successful people have and what they do every day.
The book is a very quick and interesting read. I would highly
suggest it for educators, coaches, athletes and others who would
enjoy some food for thought. Even if you are not interested in
football, it will strike a chord with anyone who has a desire to
improve.

WHPE /
JRFH/HFH
Grants
Available

If you are involved in a project which promotes fitness and heart health, and
will benefit a general population rather than just those affiliated with WHPE, you
might be interested in funding through a WHPE/JRFH/HFH grant. Grant guidelines
have been set for those who wish to apply. The guidelines include proposal
specifications and timelines. The deadline for the grant cycle are February 1, 2017.
You may contact is WHPE office for more information or check out the grant
guidelines on the WHPE web page at www.whpe.us .

– Wade Wentland, MHLT Elementary
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